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Bolt action rifle R 93 Semi Weight Bolt action rifle R 93 Stutzen Bolt action rifle R 93 Match and Safari

Professional stocks are also available
for the contour of the Semi Weight
barrel.

The Semi Weight
barrel requires
a forearm with
matching contours. 

Split forearm of the R 93 Stutzen.
The forepart is fixed with the barrel.

Professional stocks for the barrel con-
tour of the Match and Safari barrel.

Varmint stock for the
Match barrel contour.

Match and Safari barrels
require a special broad
forearm that is
suitable for both models.

Match barrel

Match barrel

Match barrel

Safari barrel

Semi Weight barrel Stutzen barrel

Semi Weight barrel
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Caliber group
Mini

Caliber group
Standard

Caliber group
Medium

Caliber group
Magnum

Caliber group
Ultra Magnum

Caliber group
Swiss

Caliber group
Shot

Exchangeable stock
by changing 

the model

Bolt action rifle R 93 basic model/Attaché

Caliber changes with the R 93

R 93 rifles can accommodate any barrel
variation. When using barrels in different
calibers, the magazine and the correct
bolt head for different caliber groups are
required and can be changed quickly and
easily at any time. Every R 93 barrel is
supplied with a correlated magazine. 

Model changes with the R 93

All R 93 rifles can be refitted to meet Semi
Weight, Match or Safari specifications.
This requires exchanging barrels and adding
the correct forearm. 

All R 93s can be fitted with a Professional
gunstock, in which the action is essentially
integrated with the trigger group. When
refitting, only the barrel, magazine and
bolt are inserted in the Professional gun-
stock.

Interchangeable Professional gunstocks
are also available for Semi Weight, Safari
and Match barrels. All Professional stocks
can be adapted to the new barrel profile.

Left-handed R 93s

All R 93s can be fitted with a left-handed
bolt and stock. A right-handed bolt
assembly can be exchanged for a 
left-handed one at a later date. 

A Professional stock turns every R 93 into a
R 93 Professional. Synthetic stocks are only avail-
able with integrated action and trigger system.

One system for each requirement

Octagonal barrel (optional)

Octagonal barrel (optional)




